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Abstract

Operating Li-Ion cells at adverse temperatures can lead to performance decrease and faster ageing effect. A 

thermal management system (TMS) designed to guarantee the cells isothermal condition is therefore 

necessary. Phase Change Materials (PCM) can form part of an efficient TMS based on passive cooling. 

However, when Li-Ion cells are exposed to extreme electrical regimes, PCMs cannot recover all of the latent 

heat due to their low thermal conductivity. This study experimentally investigates the isothermal performance 

of PCMs integrated with Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) aluminium heat exchangers (HEX) as a passive 

TMS. The DMLS HEXs are employed to enhance the equivalent thermal conductivity of the TMS and thermally 

connect the Li-Ion cell to the PCM. The TMS performance is evaluated in terms of cell average surface 

temperature and temperature uniformity. Single and consecutive cycles at different discharge rates are 

imposed to simulate intermittent and constant loads. To assess the TMS sensitivity to the thermal boundary 

conditions, the HEX is either insulated or surrounded by the ambient air. Under single discharge cycles, the 

cell temperature rise and temperature disuniformity decrease using the PCM HEX in both thermal boundary 

conditions compared to relying on air natural convection. Under consecutive cycles, the temperature rise is 

minimised when the PCM HEX is not insulated. These results show that PCMs show great potential as a 

passive TMS for a variety of Li-Ion cells’ operating conditions. However, the optimisation of the PCM-TMS 

design is found to be case-dependent.

Keywords: Li-Ion cell; Thermal Management Systems; Phase Change Materials; latent heat; passive cooling; 

isothermalisation
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Glossary

CR Charge Rate EV Electric Vehicle 

DR Discharge Rate PCM Phase Change Material 

EOL End of Life PGS Pyrolytic Graphite Sheets 

DAQ Data Acquisition PHS Pump Hydro Storage 

DOD Depth of Discharge TCE Thermal Conductivity 

Enhancement 

EG Expanded Graphite TMS Thermal Management System
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1. Introduction

Li-Ion cells are electrical energy storage systems typically employed to match the energy production 

and demand in both stationary and mobile applications [1]–[3]. They play a major role in the 

development of distributed renewable energy systems and electric vehicles [3]. Recently, they have 

also been used in electronics and small mobile devices, such as smartphones, laptops and power tools 

[3]. Their success is mainly due to their higher energy density, higher peak power, and moderate ageing 

effect compared to other electrochemical systems [3]–[9]. 

However, Li-Ion cells’ performance is highly dependent on their operating temperature [3], [10]–[12]. 

Several studies have highlighted that both high and low temperatures can decrease the Li-Ion cells’ 

capacity, energy, and operating life [3], [12]–[14]. By testing cylindrical Li-Ion cells at different 

temperatures within a broad range (-20°C up to 70°C), Waldman et al. [12] demonstrated that an 

isothermal condition of 25°C leads to the lowest cell ageing rate, thus postponing its end of life. 

Moreover, Shabani et al. [14] recommended that each Li-Ion cell surface temperature gradient should 

be maintained as low as possible to reach an ideal isothermal condition and avoid the deterioration of 

the electrodes. They also recommended that the temperature gradient across the cells within a single 

string of a battery pack should be maintained below 5°C [14]. Also, Jülch et al. [2] pointed at the ageing 

effect caused by adverse operating temperatures as one of the main factors contributing to the non-

economic competitiveness of Li-Ion cells compared to traditional electrical energy storage systems such 

as Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS). Hence, to reduce the ageing effect, Li-Ion cells’ optimal operating 

temperature is deemed to be in the range of 25-40°C [3], [12], [15]–[18].

Therefore, a thermal management system (TMS) is needed to provide sufficient isothermalisation of Li-

Ion cells [3] throughout their operating life. Among the several TMS identified in previous literature, 

passive cooling by means of phase change materials (PCM) is indicated as an effective approach [3], 

[6], [15], [18]–[25]. Additionally, PCM TMS are characterised by moderate operating and maintenance 

costs, compactness, high efficiency, design simplicity, and low parasitic power consumption (no moving 

fluid) [3]. However, when Li-Ion cells are exposed to extreme electrical regimes, the PCM cannot 

recover all of the latent heat [3], [26]–[28] due to their intrinsic low thermal conductivity. As highlighted 

by Landini et al. [3], this issue can be solved by either using a hybrid system or by enhancing the PCM’s 
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effective thermal conductivity. The former usually means the combination of PCM TMS with an 

additional convection, being typically air or liquid cooling [3]. Thermal Conductivity Enhancement (TCE) 

methods [3], [13], [29] are based on the integration of metal elements of different geometry and sizes 

(foams, matrices, nanotubes, or slurries) within the PCM body.

Table 1 summarises the relevant literature and specifies the range of PCM and TCE methods 

investigated. All studies were experimental, while only five included a numerical modelling approach. 

Paraffins were always employed as pure PCMs. This is mainly due to their ease of use, commercial 

availability, low supercooling effect, no segregation, and negligible electrical conductivity [30]. No 

studies of alternative PCMs, such as fatty acids, esters, and salt hydrates have been reported in the 

literature. The tested Li-Ion cells’ capacities were in the range of 2-10 Ah and 2-40 Ah for cylindrical 

and pouch geometries respectively. Therefore, no experimental studies have been conducted on low 

capacity Li-Ion cells (i.e. lower than 2 Ah). The paraffins studied have been selected according to 

melting temperatures in the range of 22-58°C. In this regard, there is experimental evidence (Table 1) 

to claim that the optimal range is around 28-45°C if the aim is to maintain the average Li-Ion cell’s 

surface temperature around 25-40°C. In terms of discharge conditions, discharge rates (DR)1 were in 

the range of 1-5 C for the majority of the investigations while one research study tested a cylindrical Li-

Ion cell at DR=10C [31]. 

While previous studies [30, 33, 34, 37, 43, 44, 46 - 66] reported the temperatures of both the PCM and 

the Li-Ion cell, they did not report the Li-Ion cell surface heat flux and heat generation rate. 

Consequently, Li-Ion cells’ total heat generation rates and electro-chemical efficiencies are not 

presented. These key parameters should be reported and compared when either natural convection or 

a TCE-PCM TMS is employed. In terms of PCM, other types of chemical compounds apart from 

paraffins can be investigated. In addition, all previous research focused on high capacity (> 2 Ah) Li-

Ion cells. Therefore, no study is present at the time of writing which tests Li-Ion cells with capacities 

lower than 2 Ah. These low-capacity Li-Ion cells would be typically employed in portable electronics, for 

instance, smartphones and mp3 readers. Due to their structures and geometry, they are characterised 

by a higher internal resistance and consequently a higher heat generation rate compared to high-

1 The Discharge Rate (DR) is defined as the constant current which discharges the entire nominal capacity of the battery in one hour. For 
instance a Li-Ion cell of capacity equal to 1 Ah will be discharged at a current of 1 A under DR=1C.
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capacity cells when tested under the same conditions. However, this drawback is counterbalanced by 

their higher surface area to volume ratio. Finally, only three previous studies tested Li-Ion cells at DR ≥

5C. Therefore, there could be an interest in investigating TCE PCM TMS at these extreme discharge 

conditions.

Table 1: Literature Review on Li-Ion cells TMS by TCE PCM.

Ref. Type Geometry Capacity DR [C] PCM Tm [°C] TCE Results

[31] N/E C - 10 P 47-53 Al container 27% decrease* in Tmax

[32] E C 3.4 Ah 0.5-
0.65 P 38-41 EG/Ni foam

=23 𝑘𝑒𝑞 𝑘𝑃𝐶𝑀

17% decrease** in Tmax

[24] E C 2.29 Ah 1-5 P 46-48 EG/epoxy
Tmax < 60°C at DR=5C

∆T < 3°C at DR=5C

[33] E C 3.3 Ah 1-2 P 28-40 EG/Al container 38% decrease* in Tmax

[34] E C - 3 P 35-40 Al mesh 26% decrease* in Tmax

[35] E C 2 Ah 1 P 36/45/58 EG best Tm=45°C

[36] E C 3.4 Ah 0.5-2 P 38-41 Ni foam 31% decrease* in Tmax

[25] E C - - P 42-49 C fibre 45% decrease* in Tmax

[37] N C - - P 42-49 C fibre  =155% 𝑘𝑒𝑞 𝑘𝑃𝐶𝑀

[38] E C 2 Ah 1-4 P 44-50 EG/LDPE/Al 
fins

∆T < 5°C

Tmax < 50°C at DR=3.5C

[39] N/E C 2.6 Ah 1.5 P 44 EG
Tmax < 37°C at DR=1.5C

∆T < 3°C at DR=1.5C

[40] E C 10 Ah 2-4.5 P 35-40 EG
Tmax < 42°C at DR=4.5C

∆T < 5°C at DR=4.5C

[41] N/E C 2.9 Ah 2.4 P 48-50 Cu foam/fibre ∆T < 5°C **

[42] N/E C 2.6 0.96-
1.92 P 27/36/44 Core Cooling

∆T < 2°C **

25% decrease* in ∆T

[43] E P 2 Ah 3-5 P 43-45 EG/SiO2/Al 
matrix

 =47 𝑘𝑒𝑞 𝑘𝑃𝐶𝑀

Tmax < 45°C at DR=5C

[44] E P 20 Ah 0.5-2 P 28-30 Slurry Tmax < 36°C at DR=2C

[45] E P 10 Ah 3-4 P 36-38 Cu foam Tmax < 42°C at DR=4C

[26] N P 40 Ah 2 P 40.2 Water-cooling 7% decrease** in Tmax 
33% decrease** in ∆T

[21] E P 10 Ah 3 P 42.7-49.2 Cu foam 35% decrease* in Tmax

[46] N/E P 40 Ah 1-2 P 21.6-25.5 EG/Graphite 
sheets

∆T < 5°C

68% decrease* in Tmax

[47] E P 12 Ah 1-5 P 42 EG/Cu mesh 6% decrease** in Tmax 
25% decrease** in ∆T

[48] N P 12 Ah 5 P 42-44 EG/PGS 26% decrease** in Tmax 
80% decrease** in ∆T

[49] E P 12.5 Ah 2-4 P 40 EG/kaolin
25.77% decrease** in 
Tmax

∆T < 5°C
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[50] E C/P 3-10 Ah 5 P 47-52 Cu foam 19.23% decrease** in 
Tmax

Legend: N=Numerical, E=Experimental, C=Cylindrical, P=Pouch (Geometry)/ Paraffin (PCM)

*=compared to air natural convection, **=compared to pure PCM

The aim of the current study is to experimentally evaluate the benefit of PCM passive cooling on Li-Ion 

cells' electrical and thermal performance by means of Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) aluminium 

PCM Heat Exchangers (HEX). The DMLS HEXs are proposed as highly-conductive enclosures to 

thermally connect the Li-Ion cells to the PCM. The DMLS manufacturing method is used in this study 

as it helps the TMS designer to realise complex HEX geometries, difficult to the common manufacturing 

techniques, improve the equivalent thermal conductivity of the PCM (e.g. adding complex aluminium 

finned systems or 3D matrices), and keep the TMS volume and weight contained. The project focused 

on Li-Ion cells single discharge tests at discharge rates (DR) in the range of 1-5 C and stress sequences 

consisting of 10 consecutive charge-discharge cycles at charge and discharge rates of 3C without 

resting periods. Measurements of voltage, current, Li-Ion cell surface temperature, heat generation rate 

and discharge efficiency are used to analyse the overall performance of Li-Ion cells in terms of: 

discharge capacity (Ah), discharge electrical energy (Wh), average/maximum/minimum Li-Ion cell’s 

surface temperatures, and Li-Ion cell’s surface temperature uniformity. Four boundary conditions for 

the Li-Ion cell were compared: ambient air (i.e. cell exposed to natural convection with no additional 

TMS), HEX in air, insulated PCM HEX, and PCM HEX in air. It must be highlighted that complete 

insulation of the PCM HEX resembles an extreme convection depletion which a single cell could easily 

experience within a typical battery pack.

The scope of these configurations was to answer the following research questions:

1. Is a HEX filled with PCM without the contribution of natural convection (i.e. insulated) a more 

effective TMS for Li-Ion cells than air natural convection alone?

2. To what extent can the cooling performance of a PCM HEX be attributed to the PCM itself versus 

the HEX structure alone? (i.e. using the HEX as a highly-conductive finned structure)

3. How much does natural convection contribute to the cooling performance of a HEX filled with PCM 

(experiments with insulated vs. not-insulated PCM HEX)?

4. How does the thermal performance change with the discharge rate?
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In this paper, a novel methodology to analyse Li-Ion cells' electrical, thermal and electrochemical 

performance is proposed. The use of heat flux sensors is introduced to measure Li-Ion cells surface 

heat fluxes and compute heat transfer coefficients, heat generation rates, and electrochemical 

efficiencies together with the Li-Ion cell surface temperatures, the latter being typically the only reported 

in previous literature. Also, novel Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) aluminium blocks are proposed 

as highly-conductive holding enclosures for PCM. Overall, DMLS PCM HEXs are shown to be effective 

passive cooling systems, capable to decrease Li-ion cells temperature rise and temperature 

disuniformity for a wide spectrum of discharge rates in both intermittent (single cycles) and constant 

(consecutive cycles) operating conditions. 

2. Methodology

The test rig main components are reported in Figure 1. The Li-Ion pouch cells tested were AKKU300 

(Table 2) characterised by a nominal voltage of 3.7 V, a capacity of 300 mAh, dimensions 32 mm × 23 

mm × 4.8 mm, mass 7.02 gr.

Figure 1: Schematic of test rig employed for the presented investigation
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 Table 2: Li-Ion cells properties

Component Li-Ion Cell

Name AKKU300

Technology Li-Ion Polymers

Voltage [V] 3.7

Capacity [mAh] 300

Length [mm] 32

Width [mm] 22

Height [mm] 4.8

Mass [g] 7.02

Density [kg/m3] 2077

Specific Heat Capacity [J/kg K] 1479 (1274,1685)

Thermal tests conducted at Heriot-Watt University based on standard procedures presented in [51] 

showed an equivalent specific heat capacity of 1479 ± 205 J/kg K. The batteries were cycled using 

a programmable HM8143 Arbitrary Power Supply (Table 3), which could be operated as a power 

supply (Li-Ion cell charge) and an electronic load (Li-Ion cell discharge).

Table 3: Arbitrary Power Supply properties

Component Arbitrary Power Supply

Name R&S®HM8143

Voltage [V] 0-30

Current [A] 0-2

Power [W] 0-60

Power Supply Mode Charge CC CV

Power Sink Mode Discharge CC

Power Connectors 4mm Banana Type

Sensing Connectors 4mm Banana Type

Digital Interface RS-232/USB

The PCM selected for the tests was a commercial 99%-pure Octadecane provided by Sigma Aldrich. 

The thermophysical properties of the PCM were measured at HSLU and are reported in Table 4. 

Table 4: Phase Change Material thermo-physical properties (DSC heating rate 0.5K/min)

Component Octadecane

Category Paraffin

Melting Temperature [°C] 28.5-30.51

https://www.rohde-schwarz.com/fi/product/hm8143-productstartpage_63493-43458.html
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Gravimetric Latent Heat [kJ/kg] 217.80

Volumetric Energy Density [kWh/m3] 47.01

Solid Thermal Conductivity [W/m K] 0.144

Solid Specific Heat Capacity [J/kg K] 1990

Solid Density [kg/m3] 777

The aluminium HEXs were sintered by Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintering (DMLS) techniques using a 

Concept Laser Mlab Cusing. The aluminium powder used in the DMLS manufacturing process (Concept 

Laser CL 31AL 86% Al pure) is stated by the manufacturer to have an equivalent thermal conductivity 

in between 120 and 180 W/m K. The design of the DMLS HEX proposed is presented in Figure 2. The 

PCM is located within the two lateral pockets while the Li-Ion pouch cell is positioned in the centre 

(Figure 2, right). A non-silicon based thermal paste provided by Electrolube has been used to minimise 

the thermal contact resistance between the Li-Ion cell and aluminium block. The masses of Al and PCM 

for the HEX filled with the octadecane are reported in Table 5 together with the ideal TMS total thermal 

energy storage assuming a temperature rise of 10K throughout the PCM melting temperature glide. 

Figure 2: DMSL PCM Heat Exchanger Design: sizes in mm (left) and Li-Ion cell location (right).

https://www.concept-laser.de/produkte/maschinen.html
https://www.concept-laser.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Datasheet_CL_30AL.pdf
https://www.concept-laser.de/fileadmin/user_upload/Datasheet_CL_30AL.pdf
https://www.electrolube.com/pdf/tds/044/HTCX_ZF.pdf
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As reported in the introduction section, to evaluate the PCM cooling effectiveness, four different thermal 

management configurations have been tested and compared: 

1. Li-Ion cell in Air (i.e. no TMS, air natural convection), 

2. Li-Ion cell within the HEX in the air (i.e. using the HEX as highly-conductive finned structure), 

3. Li-Ion cell within the insulated PCM HEX (i.e. without the contribution of air natural convection)

4. Li-Ion cell within the PCM HEX with no insulation (i.e. with the contribution of air natural convection)

It must be emphasised that complete insulation as the one proposed in configuration 3 replicates an 

extreme convection depletion that a single cell could easily experience within a typical battery pack. In 

all tests, the ambient median temperature (laboratory temperature) was approximately 22.8°C. For the 

insulated configuration, the HEX (refer to Figure 2) was located at the centre of a thermally-insulating 

box made by ethylene-propylene rubber foam of external dimensions 70 mm × 75 mm × 100 mm and 

effective thermal conductivity at 25°C of around 0.037 W/m K.

Table 5: Mass and thermal energy storage potential of the Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) PCM Heat 

Exchanger (HEX). 

Properties Octadecane

 [gr]𝑚𝑇𝑀𝑆 6.426

 [gr]𝑚𝐴𝑙 2.714

 [gr]𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀 3.712
𝑚𝑃𝐶𝑀

𝑚𝑇𝑀𝑆
57.8%

𝑚𝑇𝑀𝑆

𝑚𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
94.6%

[mWh]𝑄∆𝑇 = 10𝐾 252

Two types of electrical performance were tested: single discharges and stress sequences. Single 

discharge tests consisted of independent discharges at different rates (DR=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 C). Before every 

discharge test, all Li-Ion cells were charged at a charge rate of 1C and the TMS-cell system was cooled 

until it was in thermal equilibrium with the surroundings. Stress sequences consisted of 10 consecutive 

charge-discharge cycles at CR=DR=3C without resting periods. The Li-Ion cell voltage and current, Li-

Ion cell surface temperatures (four RTD PT100 sensors, two per side) and heat flux (one GreenTeg 

gSKIN® XM sensor on one side) were used to evaluate the Li-Ion cell key factors such as:

 discharged capacity and electrical energy E, 
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 average / maximum / minimum  surface temperatures and surface temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑣 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

uniformity ∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ― 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛

 heat generation , calculated as the sum of the Li-Ion cells’ enthalpy variation  and heat loss Qgen
∂H
∂t

, towards the surroundings.  is calculated as  where m is the mass,  is Qdiss
∂H
∂t

∂H
∂t = ∑

i

∂Hi

∂t = ∑
imicp

∂Ti

∂t  cp

the isotropic specific heat capacity as reported in Table 2, T is the Li-Ion cell surface temperature, 

t is the time, and i stands for the section of the Li-Ion cell (four in total as the number of RTD PT100 

sensors, see Figure 1). is calculated as  where h is evaluated Qdiss Qdiss = ∑
iQdiss,i = ∑

ihAi(Ti ― Tsink)

from the heat flux sensor readings,  is either the air or the PCM temperature and i stands for Tsink

the section of the Li-Ion cell (four in total as the number of RTD PT100 sensors, see Figure 1)”

  electro-chemical efficiency 2𝜂

Due to the arbitrary power supply capability, two different Li-Ion cells could be tested in synchronous. 

All devices and DAQ units were operated by a LabVIEW code and data were sampled at 0.25 Hz. The 

uncertainty analysis of the test rig has been computed following standard procedures [52], as reported 

in the Appendix. The results in terms of both absolute and relative uncertainties (based on discharge 

tests at DR=3C, refer to Table 7) of all quantities of interest are reported in Table 6 for reference.

Table 6: Test Rig Uncertainty

Quantity AbsoluteRelative (DR=3C)

Temperature (T) [K] 0.22 0.62%

Heat Flux (q) [W/m2] 2.87 3.00%

Length (L) [mm] 0.01 0.21%

Area (A) [mm2] 2.13 0.29%

Mass (m) [gr] 0.10 1.43%

Voltage (V) [mV] 10.84 0.26%

Current (I) [mA] 5.30 0.35%

Power (P) [mW] 27.6 0.44%

Heat Loss ( ) [mW]𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 21.8 9.27%

Enthalpy Variation [mW] 13.8 15.30%

Heat Generation Rate [mW] 3.22 7.94%

Efficiency [-] 0.01 1.13%

2 The discharge electro-chemical efficiency  [3] can be defined as:  , where P is the electrical power [W] and   𝜂 𝜂 =
𝑃

𝑃 + 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛
𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛

is the heat generation rate [W]; the sum of P and  can be seen as the discharged chemical power. The same definition can 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛

be used when evaluating an overall discharge cycle efficiency , where electrical energy E [Wh] and heat generation   𝜂 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛
[Wh] are used instead of P and .𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛
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3. Results

3.1 Single Cycles

3.1.1 Effect of DR

To evaluate the effect of the DR, Figure 3 and Table 7 report the results of the single discharge tests at 

DR=1, 2, 3, 4, 5C for the insulated PCM HEX TMS. All data are reported in function of the Depth Of 

Discharge (DOD), defined as the ratio between the capacity discharged and the nominal capacity (for 

this specific Li-Ion cell equal to 300 mAh). The DOD can be interpreted as a non-dimensional time and 

is an effective method to compare tests characterised by different time scales. 

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
2.75

3
3.25

3.5
3.75

4
4.25

1 2 3 4 5
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1

Figure 3: Effect of DR on Li-Ion cells' voltage, maximum surface temperature rise ( ), heat generation 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ― 𝑇𝐴

rate ( ) and electro-chemical efficiency when an insulated PCM HEX is employed as passive TMS. Depth 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛

Of Discharge (DOD) is defined as the ratio between the capacity discharged and the nominal capacity. 

Overall, higher DRs lead to lower DOD, higher temperature rises, higher heat generation rates, and lower 

electrochemical efficiencies.

Figure 3 clearly shows that the Li-Ion cell’s voltage reaches the cut-off limit of 2.75 V (provided by the 

manufacturer) faster for higher discharge rates. This is due to the higher ohmic or Joule voltage drops 

which increase quadratically with the discharge current, and consequently with the DR. As the Li-Ion 

cell heat generation rates are mostly proportional to the heat losses by Joule effect [11], [53], they are 

expected to increase with the DR as it is evident from Figure 3. Accordingly, the maximum surface 
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temperature of the Li-Ion cell increases with the DR. Finally, the electrochemical efficiency decreases 

with the DR. This could be explained by the fact that the electrical power increases linearly with the 

current (i.e. DR) while the heat generation rate increases quadratically [54]. 

Overall, there is evidence to suggest that the most critical operating conditions for a Li-Ion cell are when 

it is discharged at high DRs. However, the duration of each discharge cycle (proportional to the DOD 

reached when the voltage drops down to 2.75V, refer to Figure 3 and Table 7) decreases with the DR. 

Therefore, while higher DRs lead to higher average heat generation rates (W), they don’t necessarily 

lead to higher overall heat generation (Wh). For instance, the highest average heat generation rates 

(1.051W) are reached at DR=5C but the highest overall heat generation (120 mWh) is found for DR=3C, 

as reported in Table 7. It must be pointed out that DR up to 1C can exemplify a stationary electrical 

energy storage system discharge regime [2] while higher DR such as 3C and 5C can be representative 

of an electric vehicle discharge load [53], [54]. Therefore, for the following sections, results will be 

provided for three different DR: 1, 3, 5C to represent these potential operating conditions. 

Table 7: Single Discharge Tests – Effect of Discharge Rate (DR)

DR 1 2 3 4 5

Discharge Period [s] 3404 1668 1064 616 332

Ambient Temperature [°C] 25.66 23.93 23.15 22.6 21

Discharged Capacity [mAh] 284 278 266 205 138

Discharged Electrical Energy [Wh] 1.009 0.942 0.870 0.653 0.426

Heat Generation [Wh] 0.073 0.105 0.120 0.113 0.097

Heat Dissipation by TMS [Wh] 0.065 0.085 0.091 0.079 0.056

Enthalpy Variation [Wh] 0.008 0.020 0.029 0.034 0.041

Average Heat Generation Rate [W] 0.078 0.226 0.406 0.662 1.051

Average Electrical Power [W] 1.040 1.981 2.857 3.722 4.169

Overall Electro-chemical Efficiency 𝜂 93.2% 89.9% 87.9% 85.2% 81.5%

Maximum Temperature [°C] 29.9 32.5 35.0 36.9 37.8

Maximum Temperature Disuniformity [°C] 0.69 1.59 2.29 2.91 3.34

Maximum PCM Liquid Fraction 29.1% 29.2% 33.1% 32.6% 27.4%

Maximum PCM Temperature [°C] 27.9 27.9 28.0 27.9 27.8

3.1.2 Insulated PCM HEX vs Air Natural Convection

Figure 4 reports the results of single discharge cycles at DR=1, 3, 5C when the cell is exposed to open 

air (red) or passively cooled by an insulated PCM HEX (blue). These tests were performed to assess 

the effectiveness of a PCM TMS system in the extreme case where no natural convection is available 
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(an extreme boundary condition which a single cell could experience within a typical battery pack) as 

opposed to not actively employing a TMS at all (cell exposed to the open air). Four quantities are 

presented in Figure 4: Li-Ion cell’s heat generation rate  [W], heat dissipation rate  [W] (i.e. the 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠

cooling rate), the Li-Ion cell’s maximum surface temperature rise  [°C] and surface 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ― 𝑇𝐴

temperature uniformity  [°C]. For all tests, the insulated PCM HEX was more effective in minimising ∆𝑇

the Li-Ion cell temperature rise and guaranteeing a better temperature uniformity. This is more evident 

for tests at DR= 5C, where the maximum heat dissipation rate for the insulated PCM HEX was nearly 

twice that by natural convection in the air throughout the DOD range, leading to maximum temperature 

rises of 16 and 29°C respectively. Moreover, the insulated PCM HEX keeps the Li-Ion cell’s temperature 

uniformity within 4°C compared to 7°C in the open air. In this regard, it must be pointed out that an 

unsupported pouch cell, such as the case where the cell is left in the open air, is more likely to swell, 

thus reducing the equivalent thermal conductivity between the electrodes stack and the pouch. This 

contributed in part to the better temperature uniformity which the cell experienced when supported by 

the HEX. Overall, it can be concluded that the insulated PCM HEX more effectively iso-thermalised the 

Li-Ion cells throughout the single discharge tests (DR in the range of 1-5C). 

The results of these tests could be compared with previous experimental studies (refer to Table 1) 

where battery packs composed by Li-Ion pouch cells were tested under TMS based on passive cooling 

with PCM against a natural convection benchmark. In fact, the thermal insulation around the PCM HEXs 

simulates the thermal symmetry condition that a Li-Ion cell typically encounters within a battery pack. 

However, the pouch cells tested in these studies had different capacities and sizes; therefore, this 

comparison must be taken accordingly.

Li et al. [43] guaranteed a temperature rise of 18°C (16°C in this study) at DR=5C for 2Ah cells by using 

a PCM TMS with EG/SiO2/Al matrix as thermal conductivity enhancer. Wang et al. [45] proposed a 

copper foam-based PCM TMS and reduced the temperature rise down to 9°C at DR=4C (11°C and 

16°C for respectively DR=3C and DR=5C in this study) for 10Ah cells. Li et al. [21] guaranteed a 

maximum temperature rise of 25°C when testing 10Ah cells at DR=3C (11°C in this study) under passive 

cooling with a copper foam-based PCM TMS. Finally, Lin et al. [46] designed a TMS based on PCM 

with expanded graphite and graphite sheets which kept the temperature rise at 13°C when testing 40Ah 

cells at DR=2C (4°C and 11°C for respectively DR=1C and DR=3C in this study). Therefore, the 
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proposed PCM HEX guaranteed similar or better performance compared to TMS proposed in previous 

literature while reducing the HEX complexity and without adding any thermal conductivity enhancer 

within the PCM. 
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Figure 4: Discharge cycles results for Li-Ion cells cooled by insulated PCM HEX (blue, left axis) and natural 

convection (red, right axis). The insulated PCM HEX guarantees higher heat dissipation rate  and 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠

consequently lower temperature rise   for DR=1, 3, 5 C. The maximum temperature disuniformity ∆T 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ― 𝑇𝐴

is halved for all DR.
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3.1.3 Insulated PCM HEX vs HEX in Air 

Figure 5 reports the results of single discharge cycles at DR=1, 3, 5C when Li-Ion cells are passively 

cooled by a HEX exposed to open air (red) or again by an insulated PCM HEX (blue). These tests were 

performed to distinguish between the effect of the PCM and HEX structure on the cooling performance 

of a HEX including PCM as TMS. For all tests, the insulated PCM HEX more effectively minimised the 

Li-Ion cell temperature rise. This is more evident for DRs higher than 1C. For instance, at DR= 5C the 

maximum heat dissipation rate for the insulated PCM HEX was more than twice compared to the HEX 

in the air throughout the DOD range, leading to maximum temperature rises of 16 and 29.5°C 

respectively. However, compared to the previous test in the open air, no difference in temperature 

uniformity has been measured between these two TMS. Both TMSs show a Li-Ion cell temperature 

uniformity within 4°C. Therefore, it can be concluded that the insulated PCM HEX is more effective at 

cooling the cell than the HEX in the air but does not improve the temperature uniformity. This implies 

that the PCM is under these conditions indeed a more effective cooling technique compared to 

enhanced natural convection but does not guarantee necessarily a better temperature uniformity. 

Therefore, when discussing the PCM HEX performance, we can assume that the cooling performance 

of the combined PCM HEX TMS can be mainly attributed to the presence of the PCM, while the 
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Figure 5: Discharge cycles results for Li-Ion cells cooled by insulated PCM HEX (blue, left axis) and HEX in Air 

(red, right axis). The insulated PCM HEX guarantees higher heat dissipation rate  and consequently lower 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠

temperature rise  for DR=1,3,5 C. Moreover, the maximum temperature disuniformity  is halved for 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ― 𝑇𝐴 ∆𝑇

all DR.
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enhanced temperature uniformity is mainly influenced by the highly conductive aluminium casing 

provided by the HEX structure. 

3.1.4 Insulated PCM HEX vs PCM HEX in Air

These tests were performed to understand the effect of the presence of air natural convection in the 

cooling performance of a PCM TMS system. Figure 6 reports the results of single discharge cycles at 

DR=1, 3, 5C when Li-Ion cells are passively cooled by a PCM HEX exposed to open air (red) or by an 

insulated PCM HEX (blue). 

As expected, the PCM HEX in the air was more effective in minimising the Li-Ion cell temperature rise 

for discharge cycles at DR higher than 1C. As an example, at DR= 5C the maximum heat dissipation 

rate for the PCM HEX in the air reached 0.86 W in comparison with 0.70 W for the insulated PCM HEX, 

leading to maximum temperature rises of 11 and 16°C respectively. Moreover, the PCM HEX in the air 

kept the Li-Ion cell’s temperature uniformity to within 2°C, compared with 4°C for the insulated PCM 

HEX. Therefore, it can be concluded that the PCM HEX in the air is a more effective TMS than the 

insulated one and does improve the temperature uniformity. This implies that additional cooling by 

convection can help a passive cooling TMS based on PCM. Therefore, when designing a PCM TMS for 
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Figure 6: Discharge cycles results for Li-Ion cells cooled by insulated PCM HEX (blue, left axis) and PCM HEX 

in Air (red, right axis). The PCM HEX in Air guarantees a higher heat dissipation rate  compared to the 𝑄𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠

actual heat generation rate . Consequently, the Li-Ion cell enthalpy variation and the temperature rise 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑛 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

 are lower for DR=1,3,5 C. Moreover, the maximum temperature disuniformity  is halved for all DR.― 𝑇𝐴 ∆𝑇
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a real application it is important to ensure the presence of heat transfer by convection whenever this is 

feasibly possible. It must be pointed out that the outer heat transfer coefficient toward the air has been 

calculated by means of the heat flux and temperature readings, leading to a median value throughout 

the discharge tests of 21.3 .
𝑊

𝑚2 𝐾

3.2 Stress Sequences 

Finally, stress sequences consisting of ten consecutive charge-discharge cycles without resting periods 

were conducted to evaluate the PCM HEX effectiveness in keeping the Li-Ion cell isothermalised under 

a more demanding thermal regime present in case of a constant load, both in insulated and non-

insulated thermal boundary conditions. These were compared with a Li-Ion cell left in the open air, i.e. 

without a dedicated TMS. Figure 7 reports the results in terms of temperature transients compared to 

ambient temperature. For all cases, the cyclical electrical regime leads to peak temperatures at the end 

Figure 7: Stress sequence consisting of ten consecutive charge-discharge cycles without resting periods. Air 

(left), insulated PCM HEX (centre) and PCM HEX in air (right) are compared as thermal management 

techniques. PCM HEX guarantees lower temperatures for the first two cycles before the PCM reaches 

complete liquefaction when insulated (centre). When exposed to natural convection (right), PCM HEX 

guarantees consistently lower temperatures through the test compare to leaving the Li-Ion cell without a 

dedicated TMS.
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of each discharge phase, where the Li-Ion cell exhibits the maximum heat generation rate, as reported 

in Figure 3.

As a comparison with the open-air case (Figure 7, left), where the Li-Ion temperatures vary between 2 

and 17 °C above the ambient temperature, the PCM HEX (Figure 7, centre) maintains a peak 

temperature of 12 °C above ambient for the PCM (blue lines) located in the HEX side pockets as it 

changes phase. However, once the PCM is completely melted, the Li-Ion cell temperature oscillates 

similarly to the open-air case between 7 and 18 °C above ambient. This behaviour shows that, when 

completely insulated, the current design of the PCM HEX works for a very limited number of cycles, 

suggesting the necessity to redesign the HEX to add more thermal mass or provide the sides of the 

HEX with an additional passive or active cooling system. The latter statement is supported when 

considering the effect of natural convection (Figure 7, right) on the PCM HEX. As reported in the 

previous section, the outer heat transfer coefficient due to the presence of air was around 21.3 . In 
𝑊

𝑚2 𝐾

this case, the PCM HEX keeps the Li-Ion cell’s temperature between 5 and 12°C, therefore reducing 

the peak temperature by 5°C when compared with the open-air configuration. The observations made 

show again the high importance of ensuring the removal of heat from the system by additional 

convection. Moreover, it is shown that, when considering a real application, the actual cycling 

characteristics of the specific battery must be carefully examined to determine the optimal design of the 

PCM TMS (e.g. amount and melting temperature of the employed PCM). 

4. Conclusions and Outlook

This study experimentally evaluated the Li-Ion cells isothermalisation performance of novel Direct-

Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) aluminium PCM Heat Exchangers (HEX) as passive cooling TMS 

compared to natural convection and HEXs without PCM. The DMLS HEXs are proposed as highly-

conductive enclosures to thermally connect the Li-Ion cells to the PCM. The study focused on both 

single discharge tests and stress sequences consisting of ten consecutive charge-discharge cycles 

without resting periods at different discharge rates to reproduce cells operating conditions under 

intermittent or constant loads. Different thermal boundary conditions were proposed, where complete 

insulation resembles the convection depletion which a single cell may experience within a battery pack. 
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The TMS performance was evaluated based on its capability to minimise the Li-Ion cell’s surface 

temperature rise and increase the surface temperature uniformity. 

The single discharge tests, representative of intermittent loads, showed that insulated DMLS PCM 

HEXs guarantee lower Li-Ion cells’ temperature rise and temperature uniformity as a comparison with 

air natural convection and HEXs without PCM for a range of discharge rates typical of stationary energy 

storage systems and Electric Vehicles operating conditions. For instance, tests conducted at extreme 

discharge rates of 5C showed a reduction of the Li-Ion cell temperature rise and disuniformity of 13°C 

and 3°C respectively. Moreover, when DMLS PCM HEXs are exposed to natural convection, further 

reductions of the temperature rise and uniformity of 5°C and 2°C respectively were observed. 

When sequences of consecutive charge-discharge cycles were imposed to simulate a constant load, 

insulated DMLS PCM HEXs based on the current design was effective for a finite amount of cycles, 

while DMLS PCM HEX exposed to natural convention guaranteed a better cell isothermalisation for the 

entire duration of the tests. 

The results show that the optimal design of a PCM HEX is case dependent and when considering a 

real application, the actual cycling characteristics of the specific cell must be carefully examined. Also, 

the need for additional heat dissipation by convection at the PCM HEX boundaries to recover the PCM 

latent heat in case of a constant load is demonstrated. Hence, future studies will focus on the 

development of a numerical tool to optimise the design of a PCM HEX TMS based on the cell-specific 

operating regime and thermal boundary conditions. Due to the current research interest in the Li-Ion 

cell safety and hazard depletion, the ability of the proposed PCM HEX to avoid propagation of a thermal 

runaway will be investigated. In addition, the effect of the HEX size, PCM mass fraction, and PCM 

thermal conductivity enhancement methods (e.g. aluminium fins or 3D matrices within the PCM 

pockets) will be investigated. Due to the exclusive use of paraffins in all previous literature and their 

potential toxicity, an alternative PCM chemistry such as bio-based esters will be tested. A sensitivity 

analysis on the effect of the surrounding temperature, being the starting temperature of the discharge 

phase, will be also carried out.
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Appendix

Test Rig - Uncertainty Analysis

𝑌 = 𝑓(𝑋1,…,𝑋𝑛),      𝑈2
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Highlights
 Novel Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintered (DMLS) Aluminium Heat Exchangers (HEX)
 DMLS HEX filled with Phase Change Materials (PCM) for Li-Ion cells isothermalisation 
 Different operating conditions tested by changing cell cycles and boundary conditions 
 Cells isothermalisation improved by PCM DMLS HEX compared to natural convection
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